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1. Quante Stelle Nel Cielo con la Luna (Lucilla Galeazzi, Micocci Dischitalia Ed. SRL)
How May Stars in the Sky with the moon? When I first heard this song, about 6 years ago, it struck a chord
in my soul. One never knows if the story teller here actually is tending an existing love or only waits
patiently her whole life for someone to love.
2. Wild is the Wind (Ned Washington/Dmitri Tiomkin, Chappel & Co.)
Thank you Nina Simone, this is one of my most favorite songs. Performed first with dear friend Sara M. as
a duet. It echoes the passion drama of love as the wind.
3. Both Sides Now (Joni Mitchell, Siquomb Publishing Co./ arr. Miles Black)
Joni has travelled all across the world with me, train cars in the middle of the night, weeping with her
music. As a homage to Joni, I share this song in reverence. Grateful for the brilliant arrangement in 5/4 by
Miles; created for me in the studio. Merci Mr. M!
4. Gracias a la Vida (Violeta Parra Sandoval, Warner Chappel Music/Korn Julio Ed.)
Here’s to Life. Thanking life for all that it gave me, the dark and the light, the alphabet, the animals, and
all that makes up the songs that live inside you and I. The sunny, crisp morning I was about to record
this song, my dear friend Brandy, called me out of the blue and somehow, unrealistically, reached me to
connect with me about her uncertainty of her immediate living/dying days. I sang my heart out for her in
the studio and to all of our journeys of life and death.
5. Caruso (Lucio Dalla/Assist Ediz Mus SRL/BMG Ariola Musica/EMI Music Publishing Italia)
A song of wishing well, the one you love. Italian is one of my great passions; as well as Italians, Italy and
it’s music. I dedicate this song to Massimo - my best friend and partner for 14 years. I first learned it from
him and continue to enjoy performing this song together. During the making of the album we found new
ways of being parents together, and I will always wish him well.
6. Snow (Anna Höstman, arr. Adrian Dolan) (Snow/ The Invisible Poem/E.D. Blodgett/Editions Du Noroit-Buschek Books/2008)
Anna’s compositions are a delight to perform, they seem simple perhaps to the ear, but their slight
dissonance and timing stretch us just enough to capture the sensitivity of the text, while creating living
images that blend perfectly the music and text. They are elegant. The poetry by E. D. Blodgett is equally
stunning. It is a gift to have had these pieces composed for me in 2010 and an even greater gift to be able
to perform them over and over. Thank you Anna.

7. Loveliness (Anne Schaefer, arr. Adrian Dolan and string arr. Richard Moody)
This is close to my heart, recording this I wept and wept and fell to my knees. Anne mentored me
throughout the process of making this CD and I am thrilled and honoured to have the privilege of
performing the most beautiful love song from her. Thank you for your gift of music and mentorship.
8. Where Once the Waters of Your Face (Timothy Francis/Dylan Thomas, PD)
With my love for new music and an even greater love of collaborating with composers, I was captivated
and moved when Timothy composed a cycle of 4 songs of Dylan Thomas for me to sing in 2008. This
particular piece is haunting and connects to those we have lost. Francis’ repetitive rhythmic line carries
us through the sea, emotions, memories and visions of the friend lost at sea. It is reminiscent of the BC
coastal waters.
9. Toy (Anna Höstman) (Toy/ The Invisible Poem/E.D. Blodgett/Editions Du Noroit-Buschek Books/2008)
The 2nd song in perhaps one day, a trilogy. Toy is a favourite to sing with it’s lovely weaving lines. It’s
immediacy allows for connection between the performer, audience, poet and composer. Stunning.
10. Kristallen den Fina (Swedish Traditional, folkvisa från Skattungbyn i Dalarna)
The Fine Crystal. I was fortunate to live in Sweden for four years and fell in love with the Swedish
language as well as the culture, the land and it’s people. This was the first song I performed there for a
friend’s wedding and it has stayed true to my heart ever since. The Swedes have a long tradition initially
stemming from Persia, of using flower symbolism to express what they want to say. The song describes
her friend as her love flower.
11. La Vie en Rose Medley (Edith Piaf/Luis Guglielmi, Ad Litteram Inc/Arpege Editions Musicales)
What a gem to perform the darker, ladened story of ‘Non, Rien de Rien’, and join it with the dreamy joie
of ‘La Vie en Rose’. The medley was a fun creative inspiration in the studio. I love that we turned it into an
uptempo swing. I was smiling each time I recorded it in the studio and smile each time since.
12. Je Ne T’aime Pas (Kurt Weill/Maurice Magre, PD)
Weill is a composer that is accessible and accepted in the classical vocal/opera setting. His compositions
sit on the fringe of classical and cabaret and it is always a great relief to perform his passion filled songs as
as way to ‘break free’ in the classical world. This song depicts of the pains of letting someone you love go,
by telling them the very thing you don’t want to say and don’t truly mean, but feel you must.

